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My name is Craig Williams, and I currently live in Bronx inside the Soundview Houses. No, I 
haven't always lived there. My family has always lived there, so upon my release from prison 
there was an apartment available for me to live in with another family member. I grew up on 
Clay Ave where I learned how to defend myself. It's a good thing because we moved to Forest 
Projects shortly after, and it was ruthless there. The rest of my teen years were spent in Albany 
and Schenectady. I have a lot of childhood memories. One specific memory is of a best friend of 
mine who disappeared after his father had passed. We were in the 4th grade, and I haven't heard 
from him since  
 
I live with my father's cousin a 50 something year old man named Rob. We get along. I have a 
total of 4 Sisters and 2 brothers. Our relationship could be a lot stronger but considering the fact 
that I’ve been in prison majority of their lives our relationship isn't as strong as it could be. The 
relationship with my parents is pretty distant. I have an uncomfortable relationship with my 
father. I guess since it was revealed that he is not my biological father things have been awkward 
as hell. One of the hardships I face in life is acquiring a decent paying job. To me, $20 an hour is 
not even that big of a deal. It has to be $40 maybe $50 an hour (if not a hundred but anything 
over $50 is good it helps).  
 
The first time I was incarcerated was in November of 1999. It didn't feel like the end of the 
world being locked up, but I did feel as if I failed my community and my family. They reacted 
with care and concern. I didn't reach out to my grandmother immediately because I felt bad. 
When I did call my Grandmother, she was crying and told me that my father was going to bail 
me out. I was with it at first until he asked me why I did what I did and if I needed money why 
didn’t I ask him. I was thinking to myself, “What would it look like asking him $400 for 
school?” Had I knew about making a budget for school clothes and Xmass, this could have made 
things run a little smoother. 
 
The prison system is jacked up, there are too many companies capitalizing off of the poor. There 
is no justice in criminalizing a race. Going to jail forced me into mentoring. It wasn't a choice for 
me. Guys would always share their stories - especially the young not so bright kids. I would 
spend a lot of time in the law library of every facility, and noticed not enough brothers were 
tearing the door down. This work opens my third eye on issues I relate to. Reading really did it 
for me. Reading books written by Plato, John Dewey, Darwin and Karl Marx 
 
Some of my accomplishments are: A relationship with my daughter, being able to communicate 
with her effectively, enrolling in ITM, and creating the Photo-patch Foundation. My passion is to 
do good by giving back to the underserved. I've been hurt and I'm interested in healing and 
healing others helps me to define true meaning of freedom, my long-term goal is to have a slew 
of businesses and organizations running for us by us. 
 


